Abstract: This study explored the influence of the surface topography of a bushing on the lubrication performance of a water-lubricated bearing. Bushing deformations were considered in the mathematical model. Theoretical calculations and experiments were performed. The test data corresponded well with the simulation. The main stiffness and cross stiffness coefficients were measured and compared with the theoretical values, and the empirical formula of friction coefficient was fitted based on the test data.
Introduction
In recent decades, the rapid development of the ship-building industry has witnessed the large and extensive application of water-lubricated bearings, due to their unparalleled advantages over other bearings. Many problems have occurred in this application, which, in turn, has promoted the study of lubrication mechanism and lubrication performance of these types of bearings. A growing interest has been given to investigating the lubrication performance of water-lubricated plain journal bearings, especially the influence of the surface topography of bearing coatings.
Researchers make great efforts to improve the lubrication performance [1] [2] [3] of the bearing, such as the exploitation of surface textures [4] [5] [6] , the optimum design of bearing structures [7] [8] [9] , and the introduction of longitudinal grooves. Many studies [10] [11] [12] focused on the effect of surface topography [13] on the bearing performance [10, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For example, Tala-Ighil et al. [21] investigated the modeling of journal bearing characteristics. They found that the lubrication performance of the textured bearing improved significantly with appropriate surface texture geometry and texture distribution. Brito et al. [22] explored the effect of grooves in single and twin axial groove journal bearings under varying load directions. Their results also showed that the friction coefficient deceased compared with the smooth surface bearing. The characteristics of textured journal bearings with consideration of thermal effects were analyzed by Tala-Ighil et al. [23] using the finite difference method (FDM). In other references [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , scholars have investigated lubrication performance from different perspectives.
Dadouche et al. [30] investigated the operational performance of textured journal bearings lubricated with contaminated fluid. Special attention was focused on the load-carrying capacity, friction, and wear under different contamination levels in the lubricant. Results indicated the effectiveness of textures in capturing contaminant particles and reducing the possibility of failure. Lu et al. [31] performed experiments on the friction characteristic of journal bearings with dimpled bushings manufactured using machining and chemical etching techniques. Their results indicated that a bushing with etched dimples over the entire circumference offered a better frictional performance than a bushing with dimples etched on half of its circumference. Tala-Ighil et al. [32] presented the influence of a textured area on the lubrication performance of hydrodynamic journal bearings. Analysis indicated that a textured area on a bearing bushing could effectively increase the load-carrying capacity and increase the minimum film thickness in the main load-carrying area, while decreasing the friction coefficient at the same time. Cristea et al. [33] studied lubrication performance (transient pressure and temperature field measurements) of journal bearings with circumferential grooves, where the operating modes were lightly loaded from startup to steady-state thermal stabilization. Fluid film pressure, temperature field, friction torque, and lubricant side leakage were detected simultaneously through experimental methods. Their results indicated that film rupture starts from cavitation downstream and the minimum film thickness. This occurred because of the existence of the circumferential grooves and the surface topography. Xie et al. [34] [35] [36] explored the lubrication states, lubrication performance with consideration of the bushing macro deformation using theoretical simulation and experimental verification. Their results indicated that the surface roughness had a significant influence on the lubrication state transition and the lubrication performance. A summary of the coupled factors on the lubrication states was also given. However, even though researchers have carried out much work, investigation of the lubrication performance of plain journal bearings is rather insufficient. Only a few studies address the significance of surface topography and bushing deformation on lubrication performance, particularly the experimental verification of the bearings.
In view of the above problems, this study focused on the influence of surface topography on the lubrication performance of water-lubricated bearings. The research sheds light on the lubrication mechanism of the bearing and has a certain significance for guiding the design of such bearings. Figure 1 shows the practical plain journal bearing, with the surface topography. The bearing is completely submerged in the lubricant. It carries the vertical load. Surface topography effect is considered in the analysis. For the convenience of simulation, the bushing and journal surfaces are equivalent to the bushing with combined surface roughness, while the journal is absolutely smooth (as shown in Figure 1a ). Figure 1b presents the closer view of the surface roughness.
Theoretical Model

Mathematic Model
In the Cartesian coordinates, the modified Reynolds Equation with consideration of surface topography effect is as follows:
Surface topography is considered using these parameters: φ x , φ z are the pressure flow factors, φ s is the shear flow factor, and φ c is the contact factor.
For the Equation above, the pressure distribution of the fluid field is governed by the structure and operating parameters, as well as the film thickness.
The modified formula of the film thickness is as follows: h δ is the macroscopic elastic deformation of the bearing bushing. The macroscopic elastic deformation of the bushing surface due to the normal hydrodynamic effect is calculated using the following Boussinesq Formula:
If a groove is considered in the model, the film thickness should be modified as follows:
where θs, θf are the start angle and the end angle of the groove, respectively δgroove is the height of the fluid film in the groove.
The surface plastic macro deformation can also be added into the calculation if needed. However, for composite materials due to their wear resistance, impact, and corrosion properties, the calculation of plastic macro deformation is rather cumbersome. The equilibrium Equation for the hydrodynamic force, contact force, and external load P  are calculated by:
where hydrodynamic force 1  2  1  2 1, , 0,1
where fasp is the friction coefficient due to micro-asperities contacts effect and ffluid is the friction coefficient due to "viscous effect" (i.e., the shearing stress of the fluid molecules). δh is the macroscopic elastic deformation of the bearing bushing. The macroscopic elastic deformation of the bushing surface due to the normal hydrodynamic effect is calculated using the following Boussinesq Formula:
where θ s , θ f are the start angle and the end angle of the groove, respectively δ groove is the height of the fluid film in the groove.
The surface plastic macro deformation can also be added into the calculation if needed. However, for composite materials due to their wear resistance, impact, and corrosion properties, the calculation of plastic macro deformation is rather cumbersome. The equilibrium Equation for the hydrodynamic force, contact force, and external load → P are calculated by:
where hydrodynamic force Formula of friction coefficient:
where f asp is the friction coefficient due to micro-asperities contacts effect and f fluid is the friction coefficient due to "viscous effect" (i.e., the shearing stress of the fluid molecules).
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Boundary Conditions
For water-lubricated bearings, the commonly used boundary conditions include the Reynolds, Jakobsson-Floberg-Olsson (JFO), and Sommerfeld boundary conditions. For different boundary conditions, the calculated lubrication performance differs.
For JFO boundary conditions [20] , the calculated pressure distribution is limited to the positive pressure region, and both the cavitation upper and lower boundaries are based on the mass conservation equation. In the cavitation region, the pressure is equal to the cavitation pressure P cav , whereas in the rupture region (x 0 ,z 0 ),
For Reynolds boundary conditions, the nature rupture boundary condition, which considers the water film to be continuous, and the end point of the film are a nature rupture phenomenon. The film will fracture automatically after striking the minimum film thickness. Generally speaking, Reynolds boundary conditions are closer to the practical engineering operations:
In this study, the above two boundary conditions are used to investigate the influence on lubrication performance.
For the bearing-rotor system, when the rotor is disturbed, the support force of the film will change correspondingly. If the disturbance is small, the force can be expanded through the Taylor series near the equilibrium point, then:
where F x , F y are the components of the film forces and F x0 , F y0 are the components of the film forces on the equilibrium position. When the disturbance is small, the high order components of the second order and above are ignored, whereas the first order components are retained:
For the dynamic coefficients of the film: Figure 2 presents the experimental apparatus, and Figure 3 illustrates the simple line drawing of the system. For this study, a multi-function bearing-rotor coupled system was used. Different types of bearings could be tested, for example, plain journal bearings, rolling element bearings, and thrust bearings. The shaft was supported by two hydrostatic bearings between the coupling and the test bearing. These two hydrostatic bearings stiffened the rotor system and decreased the deformation of the shaft when vertical load was applied on the tested bearing. They decreased the influence of overhung load and improved the accuracy of the system.
The lubricant tank contained the lubricant (for this test, it was water), and the test bearing was completely immersed into the lubricant to guarantee full film lubrication. For the lubricant, water at room temperature (20 • C) was used. Then, the bearing was fully submerged into the water tank; thermal effects were negligible during the experiment. In the case of water, the viscosity is almost independent of the temperature, which means that the viscosity remains constant.
Four displacement sensors were installed in the housing along the circumferential direction. The test bearing was subjected to external load through a hydraulic cylinder system. Maximum velocity of the shaft was 6000 rpm. Specific pressure for the bearing was 0-2 MPa, which could be adjusted according to the practical operating mode.
The test bearing was subjected to external load through the vertical load unit. Figure 4a presents the load unit on the bearing. Two force sensors and four displacement sensors were installed on the apparatus. Force sensor #1 measured the external load in the vertical direction, and Force sensor #2 measured the tangential force in the circumferential direction. Four displacement sensors were uniformly distributed along the circumferential direction and measured the rotor vibration and the film thickness. The bearing was completely immersed into the lubricant in order to guarantee full-film lubrication. Figure 4b gives a closer view of the external load unit. 
Experimental Procedure
In order to measure the film thickness, four displacement sensors were mounted along the circumferential direction (as can be seen in Figure 5a,b) . If the exact value of the radial clearance is C0, then assume the initial value of the radial clearance to be C. With the given parameters, the film thickness distribution h and the pressure distribution p can be calculated theoretically. Furthermore, Figure 3 . Line drawing of the experiment system: 1-motor; 2-damper; 3-coupling; 4-shaft; 5-hydrostatic bearing; 6-tested bearing; 7-shaft sleeve; 8-hydraulic cylinder; 9-leading bar; 10-force sensor; 11-eddy-current sensor; 12-water tank; 13-water; 14-base. 
In order to measure the film thickness, four displacement sensors were mounted along the circumferential direction (as can be seen in Figure 5a ,b). If the exact value of the radial clearance is C0, then assume the initial value of the radial clearance to be C. With the given parameters, the film thickness distribution h and the pressure distribution p can be calculated theoretically. Furthermore, 
In order to measure the film thickness, four displacement sensors were mounted along the circumferential direction (as can be seen in Figure 5a ,b). If the exact value of the radial clearance is C 0 , then assume the initial value of the radial clearance to be C. With the given parameters, the film thickness distribution h and the pressure distribution p can be calculated theoretically. Furthermore, the distances between the bushing and shaft can also be obtained:
At the same time, the distances can also be measured:
If
, the radial clearance of the bearing is C. Otherwise, one can modify the value of the clearance and restart the loop until it is convergent. The convergent criterion was 0.5 µm. Then, after the minimum value of the film thickness distribution is found, the minimum film thickness h min is obtained. the distances between the bushing and shaft can also be obtained: d10, d20, d30, d40. At the same time, the distances can also be measured: d1, d2, d3, d4.
, the radial clearance of the bearing is C. Otherwise, one can modify the value of the clearance and restart the loop until it is convergent. The convergent criterion was 0.5 μm. Then, after the minimum value of the film thickness distribution is found, the minimum film thickness hmin is obtained. 
Test Bearing
Geometry parameters of the test bearings can be found in Table 1 . The measured dry friction coefficient between steel and bushing is 0.13. Therefore, in order to explore the effect of surface topography on lubrication performance of the bearing, several sets of test bearings with different surface roughness Sa were processed (as can be seen in Table 2 ). Table 1 . Geometry of the bearing.
In the experiment, the following parameters were measured: F is the total external load exerted on the bearing, which includes the bearing gravity, Tf is the tangential force, and Tf × R is the friction torque. Other parameters include the following: D is the diameter and G is the bearing gravity.
The force applied on the bearing is as follows:
The coefficient of friction of the bearing is as follows:
For the test bearing, R = 205 mm, D = 62 mm, G = 150 N, the expression of the friction coefficient is as follows: 
Description
Symbol Value Dimension
In the experiment, the following parameters were measured: F is the total external load exerted on the bearing, which includes the bearing gravity, T f is the tangential force, and T f × R is the friction torque. Other parameters include the following: D is the diameter and G is the bearing gravity.
For the test bearing, R = 205 mm, D = 62 mm, G = 150 N, the expression of the friction coefficient is as follows:
The measuring accuracy of the eddy-current sensor was 0.1 µm, whereas the sampling frequency was 1000 Hz. The nonlinear error ≤ ±0.1%, and the response frequency was 10 kHz. The measuring accuracy of the force sensor was 0.1 N. During the test, the data acquisition system should balance to ensure the equilibrium position of the shaft. The test data were recorded about 180 s under each working mode. Before the data acquisition, the test bearing should run for several minutes. The friction values fluctuate periodically with time with a small amplitude. A more detailed description of the test bearing can be found in the reference [34, 35] .
Results and Discussion
Measurement of Surface Topography
Figure 6a-d shows the 3D morphology distribution of the four test bearings. Table 2 gives the characteristic parameters of the surface topography for the four tested samples. S a is the arithmetic mean height; S q is the root mean square height; V mp is the peak material volume, which represents the part that will be worn out in the test; and V vv is the pit void volume.
One thing to note for scientific validity is that more than one sample extract per surface should be investigated. In the experiment, dozens of samples were extracted for one surface. Characteristic surface parameters were measured for the samples. Mathematic algorithms exist within the Universal Profilometer that can automatically deduce the characteristic surface parameters for the surface. In this study, we only present one 3D morphology distribution contour for each test surface.
The measuring accuracy of the eddy-current sensor was 0.1 μm, whereas the sampling frequency was 1000 Hz. The nonlinear error ≤ ±0.1%, and the response frequency was 10 kHz. The measuring accuracy of the force sensor was 0.1 N. During the test, the data acquisition system should balance to ensure the equilibrium position of the shaft. The test data were recorded about 180 s under each working mode. Before the data acquisition, the test bearing should run for several minutes. The friction values fluctuate periodically with time with a small amplitude. A more detailed description of the test bearing can be found in the reference [34, 35] .
Results and Discussion
Measurement of Surface Topography
Figure 6a-d shows the 3D morphology distribution of the four test bearings. Table 2 gives the characteristic parameters of the surface topography for the four tested samples. Sa is the arithmetic mean height; Sq is the root mean square height; Vmp is the peak material volume, which represents the part that will be worn out in the test; and Vvv is the pit void volume.
One thing to note for scientific validity is that more than one sample extract per surface should be investigated. In the experiment, dozens of samples were extracted for one surface. Characteristic surface parameters were measured for the samples. Mathematic algorithms exist within the Universal Profilometer that can automatically deduce the characteristic surface parameters for the surface. In this study, we only present one 3D morphology distribution contour for each test surface. From Table 2 we can see the variation of the real surface topography for the four tested samples. For samples #1, #2, #3, and #4, the arithmetic mean height and the root mean square height increase From Table 2 we can see the variation of the real surface topography for the four tested samples. For samples #1, #2, #3, and #4, the arithmetic mean height and the root mean square height increase correspondingly with the surface roughness. After the experiment, characteristic parameters were significantly reduced, which shows the improvement of the surface topography.
Typically, in the start-up and shut-down stage of the bearing-rotor coupled system, the water-lubricated plain journal bearing is at low speed and heavy load state and the film is thin (film thickness may be less than 10 µm in most cases). In some extreme operating conditions, the film thickness may be just a few microns. Water film thickness has almost the same order of magnitude as the bushing interface topography (machining accuracy of composite material bushing >1.6 µm), thus the film thickness ratio is very small. Direct contacts of micro-asperities take place under certain conditions. These undoubtedly affect the fluid hydrodynamic. Therefore, we will investigate further and experimentally verify the lubrication state transitions of the bearing. 
Verification of the Model
The accuracy and reliability of the model and algorithm were prerequisites for the study. The accuracy of the model was verified by comparing the results with reference [20] . Figure 7 presents the schematic diagram of the relative position of Sections 1 and 2 on the test bearing. Sections 1 and 2 are the two separate sections on the bearing in the axial direction. Section 1 is located at the 1/5 L of the bearing, whereas Section 2 is located at the 3/5 L of the bearing. Figure 8 shows the comparison of pressure distribution between this research and the reference, for Sections 1 and 2 (as shown in Figure 7 ). Pressure data in the circumferential direction along the liquid film at the two sections of the bearing were extracted and compared with the theoretical analysis and experimental results in the reference, as shown in Figure 8 . 6 μm) , thus the film thickness ratio is very small. Direct contacts of micro-asperities take place under certain conditions. These undoubtedly affect the fluid hydrodynamic. Therefore, we will investigate further and experimentally verify the lubrication state transitions of the bearing. 
The accuracy and reliability of the model and algorithm were prerequisites for the study. The accuracy of the model was verified by comparing the results with reference [20] . Figure 7 presents the schematic diagram of the relative position of Sections 1 and 2 on the test bearing. Sections 1 and 2 are the two separate sections on the bearing in the axial direction. Section 1 is located at the 1/5 L of the bearing, whereas Section 2 is located at the 3/5 L of the bearing. Figure 8 shows the comparison of pressure distribution between this research and the reference, for Sections 1 and 2 (as shown in Figure 7 ). Pressure data in the circumferential direction along the liquid film at the two sections of the bearing were extracted and compared with the theoretical analysis and experimental results in the reference, as shown in Figure 8 . From Figure 8 , we can see that this study's simulation corresponds well with the literature under two boundary conditions, the Reynolds boundary condition and the Jakobsson-Floberg-Olsson (JFO) boundary condition, which proves the accuracy of the model and algorithm. Pressure under the From Figure 8 , we can see that this study's simulation corresponds well with the literature under two boundary conditions, the Reynolds boundary condition and the Jakobsson-Floberg-Olsson (JFO) boundary condition, which proves the accuracy of the model and algorithm. Pressure under the Reynolds boundary conditions shows better correspondence with the reference [20] . The following calculation is based on this model under the Reynolds boundary conditions.
Reynolds boundary conditions shows better correspondence with the reference [20] Figure 9 shows the effect of eccentricity ratio epsilon on the pressure distribution in the circumferential direction. As the eccentricity ratio epsilon increases, the maximum value of pressure increases, which shows a strong nonlinearity. At the same time, the main load-carrying area decreases. Figure 10 shows the effect of bushing thickness on the pressure distribution in the circumferential direction. We observe that the thicker the bushing, the smaller the film maximum pressure. The main load-carrying area also increases with the bushing thickness increase. Correspondingly, the load-carrying capacity and friction coefficient decrease. This can be explained from the perspective of energy, that is, if the bearing bushing is absolutely rigid without elastic deformation, the external load will be balanced by the film thickness. However, under the same conditions, the bushing deformation will absorb part of the energy and share the external load together with the water film. The thicker the bushing, the more energy the bushing will absorb thereby reducing the maximum pressure of the film. This is also the bushing's mechanism of cushion and shock absorption. Figure 11 shows the effect of elastic deformation on the dimensionless load-carrying capacity and the friction force. The rigid model represents the model which does not consider the deformation of the bushing, whereas the elastic model considers the deformation. Load-carrying capacity and friction force both increase with the eccentricity ratio. Load-carrying capacity with elastic deformation is smaller than that of the rigid model, whereas friction force is higher than that of the rigid model. The difference between the rigid and elastic models gradually increases with the eccentricity ratio. Figure 12 shows the effect of elastic deformation on the dynamic coefficients. With the increase in the eccentricity ratio, the dynamic coefficients Kxx, Kxy, Kyx, Kyy, Cxx, Cxy, Cyx, Cyy, increase for the rigid and elastic models. Dynamic coefficients with elastic deformation are smaller than that of the rigid model. The existence of elastic deformation decreases the rigidity of the bearing, which is beneficial for the stability of the bearing-rotor system. Elastic deformation decreases the maximum pressure and dynamic characteristics. The difference between the rigid and elastic models gradually increases with the eccentricity ratio. Figure 9 shows the effect of eccentricity ratio epsilon on the pressure distribution in the circumferential direction. As the eccentricity ratio epsilon increases, the maximum value of pressure increases, which shows a strong nonlinearity. At the same time, the main load-carrying area decreases. Figure 10 shows the effect of bushing thickness on the pressure distribution in the circumferential direction. We observe that the thicker the bushing, the smaller the film maximum pressure. The main load-carrying area also increases with the bushing thickness increase. Correspondingly, the load-carrying capacity and friction coefficient decrease. This can be explained from the perspective of energy, that is, if the bearing bushing is absolutely rigid without elastic deformation, the external load will be balanced by the film thickness. However, under the same conditions, the bushing deformation will absorb part of the energy and share the external load together with the water film. The thicker the bushing, the more energy the bushing will absorb thereby reducing the maximum pressure of the film. This is also the bushing's mechanism of cushion and shock absorption. Figure 11 shows the effect of elastic deformation on the dimensionless load-carrying capacity and the friction force. The rigid model represents the model which does not consider the deformation of the bushing, whereas the elastic model considers the deformation. Load-carrying capacity and friction force both increase with the eccentricity ratio. Load-carrying capacity with elastic deformation is smaller than that of the rigid model, whereas friction force is higher than that of the rigid model. The difference between the rigid and elastic models gradually increases with the eccentricity ratio. Figure 12 shows the effect of elastic deformation on the dynamic coefficients. With the increase in the eccentricity ratio, the dynamic coefficients K xx , K xy , K yx , K yy , C xx , C xy , C yx , C yy , increase for the rigid and elastic models. Dynamic coefficients with elastic deformation are smaller than that of the rigid model. The existence of elastic deformation decreases the rigidity of the bearing, which is beneficial for the stability of the bearing-rotor system. Elastic deformation decreases the maximum pressure and dynamic characteristics. The difference between the rigid and elastic models gradually increases with the eccentricity ratio. 
Effect of Elastic Deformation of the Bushing
Minimum Film Thickness
The minimum film thickness is the major judging criterion for the lubrication regime's transition and the lubrication performance. Specific pressure, velocity and viscosity are the dominant influencing factors on the minimum film thickness. It is of vital significance to examine the minimum film thickness and its influencing factors. Figure 13 presents the measured minimum film thickness as a function of velocity under different specific pressures for the test bearing. Under the same specific pressure, the minimum film thickness increases with the velocity. For different specific pressures, the changing rule is different. When the bearing is subjected to a light load (specific pressure of 0.125 MPa), the minimum film thickness rises sharply in the low velocity range, rises moderately in the medium velocity range, and remains the same in the high velocity range, which illustrates that the contribution of velocity to minimum film thickness is greater than that of specific pressure. When the bearing is subjected to a medium load (specific pressure of 0.156, 0.313 and 0.625 MPa), the minimum film thickness increases almost linearly over the entire velocity range. In the case of a high load condition (specific pressure of 0.938 MPa), the minimum film thickness increase slowly with the velocity over the entire velocity range, which indicates that the contribution of specific pressure to minimum film thickness is greater than that of velocity. 
Stiffness Coefficients
The stiffness of the bearing in the vertical direction K yy is equal to the ratio of the load increment ∆F y in the y direction to the displacement increment ∆y in the y direction. The expression is as follows: Figure 14 shows the relationship between the external load and the relative displacement in the y direction. When the load is in the range 1.50-4.50 × 10 3 N, the linearity of the curve is better. The slope of the curve represents the stiffness coefficient, K yy = 2.1 × 10 7 N m −1 , and its theoretical value is K yy = 2.86 × 10 7 N m −1 with a relative error of 26.57%, as shown in Table 3 . 
The stiffness of the bearing in the vertical direction Kyy is equal to the ratio of the load increment y F Δ in the y direction to the displacement increment y Δ in the y direction. The expression is as follows: Figure 14 shows the relationship between the external load and the relative displacement in the y direction. When the load is in the range 1.50-4.50 × 10 3 N, the linearity of the curve is better. The slope of the curve represents the stiffness coefficient, Kyy = 2.1 × 10 7 N m −1 , and its theoretical value is Kyy = 2.86 × 10 7 N m −1 with a relative error of 26.57%, as shown in Table 3 . Similarly, the cross stiffness coefficient Kyx is equal to the ratio of the load increment ∆Fy in the y direction to the displacement increment ∆x in the x direction. The expression is as follows:
For the same conditions as in Figure 14 , Figure 15 presents the relationship between the external load and the relative displacement in the x direction. The slope of the curve represents the stiffness coefficient, Kyx = 2.72 × 10 6 N m −1 , and its theoretical value is Kyx = 3.29 × 10 6 N m −1 with a relative error of 21.00%, as shown in Table 3 . Similarly, the cross stiffness coefficient K yx is equal to the ratio of the load increment ∆F y in the y direction to the displacement increment ∆x in the x direction. The expression is as follows:
For the same conditions as in Figure 14 , Figure 15 presents the relationship between the external load and the relative displacement in the x direction. The slope of the curve represents the stiffness coefficient, K yx = 2.72 × 10 6 N m −1 , and its theoretical value is K yx = 3.29 × 10 6 N m −1 with a relative error of 21.00%, as shown in Table 3 . 
For the same conditions as in Figure 14 , Figure 15 presents the relationship between the external load and the relative displacement in the x direction. The slope of the curve represents the stiffness coefficient, Kyx = 2.72 × 10 6 N m −1 , and its theoretical value is Kyx = 3.29 × 10 6 N m −1 with a relative error of 21.00%, as shown in Table 3 . Figure 15 . Curve of the external load and the relative displacement in the horizontal direction. Figure 15 . Curve of the external load and the relative displacement in the horizontal direction. Figure 16 shows the experimental verification of the friction coefficient for two test bearings with different surface roughness. Specifically, σ 1 and σ 2 represent bearings #1 and #2, respectively. Test data correspond well with the simulation, for the high velocity region, and the relative error is very small, especially for bearing #2.
For the practical engineering bearings, it is generally difficult to accurately measure the film thickness. Friction coefficient is the commonly used parameter, which can be measured exactly [37] [38] [39] [40] . From the figures we observe that the friction coefficient decreases moderately with the increase in the specific pressure over the entire speed range [41] . Figure 16 shows the experimental verification of the friction coefficient for two test bearings with different surface roughness. Specifically, σ1 and σ2 represent bearings #1 and #2, respectively. Test data correspond well with the simulation, for the high velocity region, and the relative error is very small, especially for bearing #2.
Empirical Formula of Friction Coefficient
For the practical engineering bearings, it is generally difficult to accurately measure the film thickness. Friction coefficient is the commonly used parameter, which can be measured exactly [37] [38] [39] [40] . From the figures we observe that the friction coefficient decreases moderately with the increase in the specific pressure over the entire speed range [41] . Generally speaking, it is of great concern to estimate the friction coefficient and evaluate the lubrication performance. The main influencing factors affecting the bearing's performance include the specific pressure, the clearance ratio, the velocity, and the width to diameter ratio. The friction coefficient is closely related to these parameters. Based on the tested data, the relationship between the friction coefficient and the above factors was obtained through fitting. The effects of the bearing's structural parameters and operating conditions on tribological properties were examined. The empirical formula developed with velocity, specific pressure, and clearance ratio is as follows:
where p is the specific pressure, which is equal to the external load divided by the equivalent loaded area, p = F total A , with the unit N m −2 ; A is the equivalent loaded area, which is equal to the diameter multiplied by the width, A = D × L, with the unit m 2 ; ψ is the clearance ratio, which is equal to the radial clearance divided by the eccentricity, ψ = c e ; α 1 to α 6 are coefficients and through fitting experimental data, estimated values can be obtained. Table 4 gives the estimated values of the coefficients α 1 to α 6 . The range of values for α 1 to α 6 and the recommended values for α 1 to α 6 are also found in Table 4 . Thus, the empirical formula of the friction coefficient obtained through fitting the measured data is as follows:
Theoretical calculations, experimental results and the fitting data are plotted in Figure 19 , where in (a) the clearance ratio is 1.0 and in (b) the clearance ratio is 1.5 . Fitting curves correspond well with the experimental data, while some deviation occurs compared to the theoretical calculations. Nevertheless, the empirical formula is beneficial for the optimum design of structures, the rationale for selecting the parameters (e.g., the clearance ratio, the specific pressure) and the prediction of tribological characteristics. 
where p is the specific pressure, which is equal to the external load divided by the equivalent loaded area,
, with the unit N m −2 ; A is the equivalent loaded area, which is equal to the diameter multiplied by the width, A = D × L, with the unit m 2 ; ψ is the clearance ratio, which is equal to the radial clearance divided by the eccentricity, ψ= c e ; α1 to α6 are coefficients and through fitting experimental data, estimated values can be obtained. Table 4 gives the estimated values of the coefficients α1 to α6. The range of values for α1 to α6 and the recommended values for α1 to α6 are also found in Table 4 . 
Theoretical calculations, experimental results and the fitting data are plotted in Figure 19 , where in (a) the clearance ratio is 1.0‰ and in (b) the clearance ratio is 1.5‰. Fitting curves correspond well with the experimental data, while some deviation occurs compared to the theoretical calculations. Nevertheless, the empirical formula is beneficial for the optimum design of structures, the rationale for selecting the parameters (e.g., the clearance ratio, the specific pressure) and the prediction of tribological characteristics. The empirical formula can be used to predict the friction coefficient of the bearing. Figure 20 shows the comparison of the empirical formula values and the experimental data. For P 1 and P 2 the specific pressure is 0.15 and 0.20 MPa, respectively, and the clearance ratio is 1.0 . Predicted values using the empirical formula correspond well with experimental data in the medium and high velocity region, while deviations occur in the low velocity region. Figure 21 shows the three-dimensional distribution of the friction coefficient with the velocity and the clearance ratio. From Figure 21 it is clear that the optimum range of the clearance ratio is approximately from 0.8 to 2.0 . This is of important significance for guiding the parameter optimization and structure design of such bearings. using the empirical formula correspond well with experimental data in the medium and high velocity region, while deviations occur in the low velocity region. Figure 21 shows the three-dimensional distribution of the friction coefficient with the velocity and the clearance ratio. From Figure 21 it is clear that the optimum range of the clearance ratio is approximately from 0.8‰ to 2.0‰. This is of important significance for guiding the parameter optimization and structure design of such bearings. 
Conclusions
This study has a certain significance for guiding the future investigation of the lubrication state transition of water-lubricated plain journal bearings. An empirical formula was proposed using test data fitting. Predicted values corresponded well with the experiment, and they will be beneficial for the optimum structure design of the bearing. From the analysis, the following conclusions can be made:
• The existence of bushing decreases the dimensionless pressure. With the increase in the bushing thickness, the dimensionless pressure decreases correspondingly; • With the increase in the eccentricity ratio, the dimensionless load-carrying capacity and the friction force increase. The existence of bushing deformation (elastic model) decreases the loadcarrying capacity but increases the friction force; region, while deviations occur in the low velocity region. Figure 21 shows the three-dimensional distribution of the friction coefficient with the velocity and the clearance ratio. From Figure 21 it is clear that the optimum range of the clearance ratio is approximately from 0.8‰ to 2.0‰. This is of important significance for guiding the parameter optimization and structure design of such bearings. 
• The existence of bushing decreases the dimensionless pressure. With the increase in the bushing thickness, the dimensionless pressure decreases correspondingly; • With the increase in the eccentricity ratio, the dimensionless load-carrying capacity and the friction force increase. The existence of bushing deformation (elastic model) decreases the loadcarrying capacity but increases the friction force; Figure 21 . Fitting curve of the friction coefficient.
•
The existence of bushing decreases the dimensionless pressure. With the increase in the bushing thickness, the dimensionless pressure decreases correspondingly; • With the increase in the eccentricity ratio, the dimensionless load-carrying capacity and the friction force increase. The existence of bushing deformation (elastic model) decreases the load-carrying capacity but increases the friction force; • With the increase in the eccentricity ratio, the dimensionless stiffness and damping coefficients increase. The existence of the bushing deformation (elastic model) decreases the dynamic characteristic coefficients; • Under the same specific pressure, with the increase in the speed, the minimum film thickness increases. Under the same speed, with the increase in the specific pressure, the minimum film thickness decreases. Specific pressure and velocity are the dominant influencing factors on the measured minimum film thickness;
• The empirical formula of friction coefficient with velocity, specific pressure, and clearance ratio is obtained based on experimental data. The empirical formula is beneficial for the optimum design of structures and the prediction of tribological characteristics.
These conclusions are useful for the structure design, analysis, and optimization of journal bearings. For future research, we will continue to improve the test rig and the measurement accuracy. The mathematical model will also need to consider more comprehensive influencing factors. 
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